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ABSTRACT: Efficient preparation of composite materials consisting of ZIF-8
nanocrystals embedded inside the channels of macroporous anodic aluminum oxide
membranes is reported. 1-D self-supported ZIF-8 superstructures are recovered
through matrix dissolution.

M etal−organic frameworks (MOFs) have been one of the
most studied classes of porous solids over the past two

decades.1,2 Although most investigations concern crystalline
solids, recent research has demonstrated that developing
advanced architectures based on these porous coordination
polymers could further expand their scope and facilitate their
integration with other functional materials, hence imparting
new functionalities.3 For instance, porous coordination
polymers have been associated with a wide range of organic
and/or inorganic matrices,4−6 leading to composites of
importance in membrane technology, catalysis, and sensing.
Interest in MOF-superstructures, which result from the

controlled assemblage of MOF-nanocrystals in 1-, 2-, and 3-D
macrostructures, is much more recent.7,8 Such materials are
particularly appealing because they provide an opportunity to
tune the properties of microporous solids by exerting control
over crystal size or morphology and their macroscopic
assemblages, rather than by modifying the coordination
polymer itself.8 MOF-superstructures such as capsules and
microspheres9−12 or 2D and 3D mesoscopic architectures have
been obtained using soft or hard templates,7,8 but the
elaboration of related 1D assemblages is still rare.13−15 Herein
we report on an efficient preparation of 1D self-supported ZIF-
8 superstructures formed by sequential growth of nanocrystals
within the macroporous channels of commercial anodized
aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes and subsequent matrix
dissolution. The resulting objects, with a diameter of ca 200 nm
and several micrometers in length, faithfully reproduce the
shape induced by the inorganic template.
The zeolitic imidazolate framework ZIF-8 was chosen as a

model system because of its outstanding chemical and
structural robustness,16 which is compatible with the conditions
allowing the dissolution of the AAO matrix.17 Using a dynamic

step by step (SBS) percolation18 of ZIF-8 reagents (i.e., zinc
nitrate and 2-methylimidazole in methanol) through the AAO
membranes allowed the growth of coordination polymer
crystals over the whole length of the channels (Figure 1).
However, two experimental parameters have to be imperatively
satisfied to form the desired ZIF in a pure phase: (i) the
membrane should be prefunctionalized by APTES (3-amino-
propyltriethoxysilane); (ii) the zinc nitrate and 2-methylimida-
zole solutions filtered through the membrane must satisfy to a

Figure 1. FESEM image (a) of the cross section of a membrane after 6
cycles of the optimized dynamic SBS treatment (Supporting
Information is given in Figures S6 and S7) and PXRD patterns (b)
calculated for ZIF-8 (bottom), experimental for bulk micro/nano-
crystals of ZIF-8 (middle, see text) and for ZIF-8 composite
membrane (top).



reagents ratio of 1:4, independently of their concentrations.
The influence of the membrane functionalization and of the
reagent ratio on the phase purity of ZIF-8 is illustrated in
Figures S1 and S2 (SI). Moreover, while SBS procedures
classically comprise a washing step between each reagent,19 this
was found to drastically reduce the efficiency of the formation
of the MOF in the channels (see SI, Figures S3−S5 for
additional information) and therefore was not applied in the
present case.
In a typical experiment, Zn(NO3)2 (0.1 M in MeOH), 2-

methylimidazole (0.4 M in MeOH), and MeOH were allowed
to flow sequentially through the prefunctionalized membrane,
each solution during 10 min, and this cycle was repeated six
times (for details, see experimental section in SI). This
procedure yields composite material with high and homoge-
neous load of ZIF-8 over the whole membrane thickness. The
efficiency of this process can be attributed to the absence of any
washing step between percolation of the reagents, which leads
to partial mixing of the solutions ahead of the membrane. In
these conditions, ZIF-8 crystal seeds are already formed before
entering the membrane and then disseminated along the
channels by the liquid flow. The formation of nanosized ZIF-8
crystals during the first minutes following the mixture of the
reagent solutions was confirmed by diffusion light scattering
(DLS, see Figure S8).
Scanning electron microscopy revealed that ZIF-8 forms

well-shaped crystals of about 50−100 nm in size within the
channels (Figure 1a and S6−S7). It must be stressed that these
FESEM images only provide partial information on the actual
filling of the channels. Indeed, cross section examination
requires breaking the composite membrane, which results in
expulsion of part of the crystals contained in the opened
channels. A section of a channel with a full load of crystals can
be seen in Figure 1a (arrowed) and this is further confirmed by
the dissolution of the membrane (vide infra).
IR and PXRD experimental patterns obtained for these

composite membranes fully agree with the ones found for bulk
ZIF-8 prepared in same conditions (see Experimental Section
and Figures S9 and S10 for details), and with the results
reported in the literature.16 ZIF-8 containing membranes were
also characterized by N2 adsorption isotherms recorded at 77 K.
As expected, they display a mixed type I/type II isotherm,20 in
agreement with the coexistence of both micro- and macropores
in the composite.18 The BET surface area is increased up to 41
m2 g−1 as compared with the starting commercial AAO matrix
(ca. 7 m2 g−1). The sharp adsorption in the low pressure range
exclusively originates from the micropores of the ZIF-8, while
the increase observed at high relative pressure with respect to
the starting alumina membranes is attributed to intercrystal
porosity (Figure S11a). The microporous surface area for the
composite is estimated to be 30 m2 g−1 by the αs-plot (Figure
S12a). The bimodal pore size distribution expected for ZIF-821

(i.e., pore sizes of 11.1 and 17.1 Å, respectively) is well
evidenced by analyzing N2 sorption isotherm using the
Horvath−Kawazoe method (Figure S12b). Indeed, the step
in the N2 adsorption isotherm of ZIF-8, as evidenced on the
semilog curve, reveals that the framework is not completely
rigid and undergoes a structural transition upon N2 exposure.
This framework flexibility was previously attributed to the
reorientation of imidazolate linkers during adsorption that
enlarges the window size and allows N2 to enter.22 This feature
shows that the alumina matrix does not modify the dynamic
behavior of the ZIF-8 framework. Compared to a benchmark

ZIF-8, which gave SBET = 1830 m2 g−1 (Figure S11b), the
microporosity of the composite membranes corresponds to
about 2.3 weight% of MOF. This value is slightly lower than the
average content of ZIF-8 deduced from Zn and C elemental
analyses performed on several composite membranes (see
Table S1), suggesting that a fraction of the microporosity is
hidden.
Immersing a ZIF-8 composite membrane in 2 M aqueous

NaOH17 led to a complete dissolution of the inorganic matrix
in 20 min. The inertness of ZIF-8 in these conditions was
confirmed with bulk MOF for which no modification of the
PXRD patterns was found upon treatment with NaOH (see
Figure S13). As can be seen in Figure 2a, for a partially

dissolved membrane 1D superstructures of ZIF-8 are clearly
visible in the remains of adjacent AAO channels, thus
confirming the efficiency of the growth process. Bundles of
ZIF-8 superstructures are obtained upon complete dissolution
of the AAO membrane (Figure 2b and c). These super-
structures show a diameter of ca. 200 nm, in agreement with
the cross sections of the channels of the matrix. A reliable
estimation of the actual length of the superstructures appears
difficult by FESEM because they get broken during the transfer
from the vial to the microscopy grids. However, several
superstructures with a length of 10 to 15 μm have been
observed (Figures 2d and S16), which remain still below the 60
μm of the membrane thickness.
Examination of superstructures at the single object level

using high-resolution transition electronic microscopy
(HRTEM, Figure 3a and b) confirmed that these assemblages
are formed by intergrown crystals, whose sizes range from 60 to
110 nm. EDX spectra (Figure S17) revealed the presence of Zn,
C, and N, in agreement with the chemical composition of ZIF-

Figure 2. FESEM images for (a) the cross section of a ZIF-8
composite membrane after 10 min in 2 M NaOH and (b,c) ZIF-8 self-
supported superstructure bundles recovered after membrane etching
during 20 min in 2 M NaOH, and (d) a single free-standing ZIF-8
superstructure. Image (c) corresponds to an enlarged view of (b).
Complementary information is supplied by Figures S14−S16.



8. The homogeneous distribution of this composition over a
whole superstructure was confirmed by STEM mapping
(Figure 3). The presence of silicon residues arising from the
membrane functionalization with APTES were also evidenced
at the superstructure periphery by using this technique.
Further evidence of the persistence of the ZIF-8 phase for

these superstructures was obtained by RAMAN spectroscopy
coupled to atomic force microscopy (AFM). As can be seen in
Figure 4, the Raman spectrum recorded for a superstructure
compares well with the one obtained for bulk ZIF-8. Finally,
topography investigations of heights of objects by AFM led to a
mean value of 170 nm and a profile in perfect agreement with
the channel diameter for a membrane (ca. 200 nm), therefore
indicating that the superstructures do not collapse when they
are released from the matrix (Figures 4 and S18).
The gathered results show that 1-D superstructures of

nanoporous ZIF-8 can be readily prepared by using commercial
AAO membranes as sacrificial matrixes. Noteworthy, this is the
first time that a hard-template assisted growth is successfully
applied to the elaboration of 1D assemblages of MOF
nanocrystals.23,24 The resulting thread-like objects reproduce
the shape of the templating channels, thus suggesting the
possibility to tune their metrics through the choice of the
commercial membranes’ features or moving to calibrated
homemade templates.25 Interestingly, the growth of submi-
cronic crystals of MOFs inside the channels of a macroporous
commercial AAO membrane is also a particularly efficient way
to prepare composite materials where the microporous solid is

embedded in an inorganic protecting shell. Such composites
can be of interest for other purposes. As far as ZIF-8 is
concerned, experimental considerations such as membrane
functionalization, reagent stoichiometry, and forced flow
through the membrane channels are important parameters to
allow growth of the MOF in a pure phase as nanocrystals over
the whole membrane thickness.
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